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Abstract:  
In this paper we defined the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal of HX ring and prove some results about 
them, after that we study some types of intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal of HX ring and prove some results about 
them. Also, we study the image and pre image of intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal of HX ring and prove some results 
about them. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1- introduction: 
The concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by L. A. Zadeh [7] in 1965 as an extension of the classical 
notion of a set and studied their properties. Atanassov [ 1] in 1986 an intuitionistic fuzzy set and studied 
their properties. Molodtsov [ 3] in 1999 defined the notion of the soft set and proved some results. In 2001 
P. K. Maji, R. Biswas and A. R. Roy [ 4] are introduced the concept of fuzzy soft set.  P. K. Maji, R. Biswas 
and A. R. Roy [ 5] defined the notation of intuitionistic fuzzy soft set. Jayanta Ghosh, Bivas Dinda and 
T.K. Samanta [ 6] in 2011 defined soft ideal and fuzzy soft ideal and discuss a few of its properties. In 
2016, Shuker Mahmood, Zinab Al-Batat [ 2] studied of intuitionistic fuzzy soft ideals. In 2018, Walaa Hasan 
Ashour [ 8] defined the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX subring of a HX ring and some of their its 
related properties. In this paper we defined the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal of HX ring and 
prove some results about them, after that we study some types of intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal of HX 
ring and prove some results about them. Also we study the image and pre image of intuitionistic fuzzy soft 
HX ideal of HX ring and prove some results about them. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2- Preliminaries: 
2.1. Definition [3]:Let  be an initial universe set and  be a set of parameters. A pair  is called a 
soft set over if  is a function from  into the set of all subsets of the  , i.e.  , Where  
is the power set of . the set of all soft set over is denoted by  
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2.2. Definition [4]: 
Let  be an initial universe set , E a set of parameters  is the set of all fuzzy sets of  

.Apair is called a fuzzy soft set over  ,Where is mapping from  in to  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.3. Definition: [8]   
        Let  be a ring . Let   be a fuzzy soft set defined on . let  be  HX ring on  .we 
defined a fuzzy soft HX set  on   as follows : 
For all  ,  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.4. Definition: [8]   
        Let  be a ring . Let   be intuitionistic fuzzy soft set defined on . let  be  HX ring 
on  .we defined intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX set  on   as follows : 
Where For all  ,  
                       

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.5. Definition: [6]   
 Let  be a ring and  be a parameter set and  Let  be a mapping given by 

 Then  is called a soft ideal over  if and only if for each  is a ideal of  i.e. 
  
  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.6. Definition: [6]   
 Let  be a ring and  be a parameter set and  Let  be a mapping given by 

 where  denotes the collection of all fuzzy subsets of  Then  is called fuzzy soft ideal over  
if and only if for each  the corresponding fuzzy subset  is a fuzzy ideal of  i.e. 

  
  

_______________________________________________________________________ 
2.7. Definition: 
   Let  be a ring . Let   be a fuzzy soft ideal defined on . let   be  HX ring . A 
fuzzy soft subset of    is called fuzzy soft HX  ideal on   or fuzzy soft ideal induced 
by  if the following conditions are satisfied for all  and  
i-  
ii-  
Where  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.8. Definition: 

Let  be a ring . Let  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft ideal on  and a non-empty set  
is a HX ring. An intuitionistic fuzzy soft subset   of a HX ring   is said to  be an 
intuitionistic fuzzy  soft HX  ideal of  if the following conditions are satisfied for all  . 
i-  
ii-  
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iii-  
iv-  
Where  

  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.9. Definition: 

Let  be a ring . Let  (F, E) be intuitionistic fuzzy soft ideal on  and a nonempty set    
is a HX  ring . An intuitionistic fuzzy soft subset   of a HX  ring  is said to  be an 
intuitionistic anti fuzzy  soft HX   ideal of  if the following conditions are satisfied for all 

 . 
i-  
ii-  
iii-  
iv-  
Where  
             
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.10. Theorem: 

If and  be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal   then  is also intuitionistic fuzzy 
soft HX ideal of HX ring    . 
Proof:  
Let   and 
        be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft aHX ideal of HX ideal    . 
i-  
                                  
                                
                                
 Hence,    
 
ii-  
                                  
                                  
  
 Hence,    
 
iii-                                             

            
 

 
 Hence,    
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iv-  
 

                           
 

 Hence,   
Therefore the intersection of any two  ideal is also an   ideal HX ring   
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.11. Theorem: 

If  be  an intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal of  HX ring   if and only if   is an antuitionistic 
anti fuzzy soft HX ideal of  HX ring    
Proof:  

Let Μ  be antuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal of  HX ring    
i-  
     
Hence,  
 
ii-  

 
Hence ,  
  

iii-  

   

                  

Hence,   
 

iv-  

 

 

Hence,  

Hence  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft aHX ideal of HX ring  
Conversely, let  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft aHX ideal HX ring  

i-  
                   
            =            
Hence,   
 

ii-     
                 =          
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Hence,    
 

iii-  

 
     
Hence,     
 

iv-     
                       
Hence,      
Μ  be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX ideal of  HX ring      
___________________________________________________________________________________                   
2.12. Definition: 
 Μ  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  subset of  HX  ideal of  We define 
the following " necessity " and "possibility " operations  

 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.13. Theorem: 

If  Μ is an be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of a HX ring  then  is an intuitionistic fuzzy 
soft  HX ideal of HX   ring deal   
Proof: 

Let and 
 be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   

Now 
i-  

   
  
ii-  
   
Hence ,  

 
 

 
Therefore  is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of HX  ring  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.14. Theorem: 
If  Μ is an be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX ideal of a HX ring  then  is an intuitionistic fuzzy 

soft  HX  ideal of HX  ring  
Proof: 
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Let and 

 be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   
Now 

i-  

   
 

ii-  

 

Hence,  ,    ,  

 , 

  

Hence  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft aHX ideal of  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.15. Theorem: 

         An  Μ  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   HX  ring  if 

and only if the fuzzy soft subsets are fuzzy soft HX  ideal of   HX  ring  
 
Proof:  

        Let  Μ  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   HX  ring   

i-   

                            

                             

Hence ,  
 

ii-    

            

             

Hence,          

Thus is a fuzzy soft HX  ideal of    

Conversely  , let  are fuzzy soft HX ideal of   HX  ring  
Now  

i-      
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Hence,     
 

ii-  
         
Hence,     
Already we have  

 ,  
Hence, Μ  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX ideal of   HX  ring  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.16. Theorem: 

An  Μ  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX ideal of HX ring  if 
and only if the fuzzy soft subsets are  anti fuzzy soft HX ideal of   HX ring  
 
Proof: 

Let  Μ  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   HX  ring  
i-  

     
       
Hence,  
  

ii-  
                   
                   
Hence,  
Hence ,  and   are anti – fuzzy  soft  HX ideal of   HX  ring   
Conversely,  and   are anti – fuzzy  soft  HX  ideal of   HX  ring  

i-      
                =         
Hence   
 

ii-      
  =           
Hence,    
Thus  

 ,  

Hence Let  Μ  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   HX  ring  
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2.17. Definition: 
Let  and   be any two ring let  and  be two HX  ring . 

i-  let  be any intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on . let 
 be intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on  and Let be a function from 

 in to  then the image of  on   under   is defined as : 

 

 

 
ii-   be intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on . 

be  intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on  .then pre – image of  on  

under  is defined             Also   
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.18. Theorem: 

Let   and   be any two rings.  and 
any two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on  and   respectively and 

 be intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on  . 
Let  be a on to homomorphism  from  to  If  intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   then  is 
a intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of     
Proof: 

Let  intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX ideal of   and let     Where 
 
i-    

                    =  
          
Hence ,  

ii-  
                  =  
                     
Hence,   

iii-   (f is hom) 
                     =   
                       
Hence,    

iv- (f is hom) 
          =    
            
Hence,   
Thus  is a intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of     
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2.19. Theorem:  

Let   and   be any two rings.  and 
any two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on  and   respectively and 

 be intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on  .  
Let be a on to homomorphism  from  to  If  intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX ideal of   then  
is a intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of     
Proof: 

 let   intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   
let     Where  

i-  
            =  
               
Hence,  

ii-  
                  =  
                      
Hence,  

iii-  
           =      
             
Hence,   
 

iv-  =   
     
Hence,   
Therefore  is a intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of     
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.20. Theorem:  

Let   and   be any two rings.  and 
any two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on  and   respectively and 

 and  any two intuitionistic fuzzy soft 
sets on  and   respectively . Let be an on to  anti-homomorphism  from  to  If  intuitionistic 
fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   then  is a intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of    
Proof:  

 If  intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX ideal of  . Let  
    Where  

i-    
                =  
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Hence,   
ii-  

                 =  
                      
                    
Hence,  

iii-  
            =                

 
Hence,    

iv-  
                   =  
                
Hence,   
Thus  is a intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of     
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.21. Theorem: 

Let   and   be any two rings.  and 
 any two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets on  and   respectively and 

 and  be any two intuitionistic fuzzy 
soft sets on  and   respectively .  
Let be an  on to anti- homomorphism  from  to  If  intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   then 

 is a intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of     
 
Proof: 

let   intuitionistic fuzzy soft  HX  ideal of   
let     Where  

i-  
                     =  
                     
                     
Hence ,  

ii-  
              =  
                                            
                   
Hence,  

iii-  
                =   
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Hence,  [  

iv-  
                =  
                    
                   
Hence,   
Therefore  is a intuitionistic fuzzy soft HX  ideal of     
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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